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What is the 
Networks Grand Challenge? 



•  Many national security threats come from 
loose, dynamic networks of people & 
organizations. 

–  Facilitated by networks of finance, shipment, 
recruiting, smuggling, etc. 

–  E.g., terrorism, proliferation, cyber, drug 
trafficking. 

•  Apprehending individuals or preempting 
events doesn’t remove the threat. 

–  Need means to discover and defeat the network. 

•  Individual tidbits of data look benign. 
–  Only recognizable in larger context of related 

activities 

•  R&D gap in issues around scale and 
automation: 

–  Lacking scalable methods for processing very 
large network graphs. 

–  Need to find very faint signatures (e.g., 1013 
bytes within 1013 data). 

–  Batch-processing unacceptable (analysts need 
answers within seconds). 

President Bush looks over a chart depicting Osama bin Laden’s 
financial network; an excerpt from the chart (created using one of the 
leading tools, i2 Analyst’s Notebook) 

….and so, SNL is conducting R&D to yield a  
     radical improvement on analytical methods and tools. 

“our real adversaries are networks…” 



NGC Gathers Expertise from across the Labs, 
working on an End-to-end Approach 

•  Data 
–  Provides data sets to the project, creates and supports 

the data infrastructure required by the project.  
•  Architectures 

–  Develops software to efficiently integrate specialized 
hardware devices required by the research teams 

•  Analysis (Discovery and Forecasting Teams) 
–  Develops capabilities relevant to the needle-in-a-

haystack kinds of problems that concern intelligence 
analysts. 

•  Integration 
–  Integrates NGC technologies and techniques into tools 

that are usable by analysts 
•  Human Factors 

–  Responsible for all elicitation and knowledge 
representations, as well as software evaluation and 
assessment of technology impact on analyst 
performance.   

–  Team of social and computer scientists interested in 
the relationship between human beings and computer 
technologies. 
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“This project seeks to bring these two strengths – a solid reputation for excellence in computing, and our niche 
expertise in specific classes of intelligence analysis – to bear on a thorny problem: developing advanced informatics 
capabilities that are both usable and useful to analysts who are drowning in data.”  NGC project proposal 

Highly optimized Iterative, flexible 

Data 



NGC’s Commitment to Prototypes Promotes  
End-to-end Integration 

 PI: Cyber Application 
•  Capability integration 

and demonstration 

PII: Document Analysis 
•  Targeted development with 

analysts 
•  Iterative development 
•  Currently under 

consideration for funding 

PIII: Web ‘prediction’ 
•  New approach: web services 

architecture, lightweight 
application in browser 



There are Specific Reasons to Use HPC 

•  Iterative questioning in Analyst Time 
•  “Firehose, Stopwatch, or Dump truck” problems 

–  Data Constraints 
–  Time Constraints 
–  Complexity of the query 



We are Mauled by Data 

• ‘Data Tsunami’, etc. doesn’t really capture it 
• Need 

– Connect the dots 
– Find the needle in the haystack (needle in a pile of 

needles) 
– Find ‘interesting events/connections 

• Signature detection relies on knowing what you’re 
looking for 

– Find what I’m not looking for 

Can we develop methods that extract interesting 
behavior, without knowing what we’re looking 
for? 



NGC: Unifying Data Abstractions 



Semantic Graphs and Tensors are Sandia’s Unifying Data Structures 
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•  Networks can be of many types 

–  Social network 
–  Cyber traffic 
–  Communications 

•  Graph and matrix/tensor are equivalent representations 
–  Extends to multiple dimensions 

•  Data can be easily transformed 
•  Both graph and algebraic algorithms can be run on the same data 

–  appropriate architectures 

“The central hypothesis of this project is the idea that network 
structures extracted from large datasets can be subjected to 
mathematical analysis and testing to identify patterns of real-
world behavior.”  NGC proposal 



Text is Easily Transformed into  
Graph and Matrix Data Structures 

cat 10 20 
dog 10 1 
bone 2 1 1 10 
mouse 2 20 10 

cat 

dog 

bone 

mouse 

•  Raw, unstructured text input 
•  Any document, in any language, can be 

processed into these data structures 
•  Language expertise is embedded in techniques 

–  No language expertise required to use them 



‘Connecting the Dots’ Benefits from a  
Range of Approaches 

Community finding, 
subgraph searches, 
shortest path, etc. 

Ranking, clustering, 
concept mapping, 
high dimensional 
mapping 

• Supports rich relationship-centered analysis 
• Combines large, heterogeneous data corpora 
• Different abstractions support different analytics 



NGC research thrust:  
Multilingual Text Analysis 















Sandia’s improvements on LSA 

•  LMSA 
–  Latent Morpho-Semantic Analysis 

•  Using morphemes, instead of terms 
•  Two methods 

– Tokenization, based on mutual information of character n-grams 
– Unsupervised learning based on Minimum Description Length 

•  Results in denser matrices, better results 
•  LMSATA 

–  Latent Morpho-Semantic Analysis, Term Aligned 
•  Statistical methods to determine highly related terms across languages 
•  Collects terms that are likely to be the same across language 

• Both methods are independent of human intervention 
• Both methods improve the P1 and MP5 metrics 









Bridging Architectures with Data Services 

Compute Nodes
(Trilinos Code) Service Nodes

(Visualization Service)

Similarity 
Matrix

Titan 
Visualiza,on 

Network Scalable Service Interface (Nessie)
–  Developed for the Lightweight File Systems Project
–  Framework for HPC client/server services
–  Designed for scalability and bulk data movement
–  Portals and InfiniBand Implementations

Visualization Service
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SQL Service*
–  Provides “bridge” between parallel 

apps and external DWA
–  Runs on Red Storm network nodes
–  Titan applications communicate with 

service through Portals
–  External resources (Netezza) 

communicate through standard 
interfaces (e.g. ODBC over TCP/IP)

The SQL service enables an HPC 
application to access a remote DWA 

Service Nodes 
(GUI and Database Services) 

High‐Speed Network  
(Portals) 

Compute Nodes 
(Titan Analysis Code) 

Tech Area 1 Anywhere  CSRI 

Netezza 

LexisNexis 

Other 
ODBC DWA 

Analyst  HPC System (Red Storm)  DWA 

TCP/IP  SQL 

* Results of SQL access from parallel statistics code presented at CUGʼ2009.

Additional Modifications for Multilingual
–  Tokenization support on Netezza (goal is to count unique words)
–  Developed a custom UTF-8 words splitter for SPU (snippet processing unit)
–  Allows parallel tokenization and counting at storage device 
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Bringing it all together, in tools 



PII: Integrating Algebraic and Graph Methods 



PII: Integrating Algebraic and Graph Methods 

•  Problem: a small dumptruck of data 
•  Entity extraction, clustering, entity linking, ‘soap opera’ hotlist, and corpus network/

concept query 
•  Query is a set of named entities 

–  Can be imported; has been implemented w/Palintir 

Clustering 

Document Display 

‘Soap opera’ 

Corpus query 
network 

Entity list 



‘Connecting the Dots’ Benefits from a  
Range of Approaches 

Community finding, 
subgraph searches, 
shortest path, etc. 

Ranking, clustering, 
concept mapping, 
high dimensional 
mapping 

• Supports rich relationship-centered analysis 
• Combines large, heterogeneous data corpora 
• Different abstractions support different analytics 



Document/
Entity 
Matrix 

Concept Space Document/
Entity 
Matrix 

Social 
Network 

Graph 

Social 
Network 

Graph 

Linked Graph and Algebraic Methods 
Provide Rich Analysis Capability 

•  Entities can be linked through social networks and concept space 
•  Provides rich connection data in a clear visual representation 
•  Promotes new paths of investigation 

Bob 

Patrick 

PII Prototype, emphasizing the combined  
graph and algebraic methods view 

English Arabic 



An important next step 
Make sure your users understand the math … 

•  We find that users need to understand the underlying algorithms – everything from analysis to 
layout (visualization) 

–  Prevents incorrect conclusions from the data 
•  Analysis V&V needs study 

–  How do we quantify the accuracy of the conclusions that are made? 
•  Close connection to analysts (Human Factors Team) is critical to ensure relevance 

–  An untrusted algorithm is useless (literally won’t get used) 
–  A trusted algorithm should be understood 

•  This data-algorithm-visualization-analyst cycle is crucial 
–  Subject of another talk 



Questions? 


